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Documenting this crisis and the current climate that we are in now is important, so that
the future generations are able to connect with the past. It’s vital for society as a whole to see
how events such as covid-19 played out. In the future we need to see how the life changing
pandemic initially began, how we reacted, and how we were able to come out of the situation
hopefully as better people. Looking back on times like these we’ll be able to reassess in case
this were to ever happen again. Often, when we look back on history, we see a lack of unified
understanding of the events that occurred and in result we get confused and spread
misinformation. So by taking the raw and real stories of the people affected by this pandemic,
in addition to statistics and stories from frontliners, we are able to gather the truth in a way
that can’t be ignored or misconstrued.
A college student’s voice is important to be heard. Not only to allow people to receive
the perspective of different individuals but also to let all college students know that they aren’t
alone. Many times when people are going through a crisis they feel unaccompanied by the ones
around them. Sharing your story as a college student will allow someone to identify with you
and in some cases look to your story as a way to navigate their own.
To document my experience I plan to use videos, pictures, and some journaling. I
believe using these forms will allow me to show my emotions on my face and hear it in my
voice to accurately understand how I’m feeling. Journaling will let me think about how I want to
strategically report how I’m feeling versus my videos, which may be me just ranting.

When I think of a time just before now I picture my friend Jenny and I hitting up our favorite
mexican restaurant in town, Fat Rosies! They have the best frozen margaritas and the cutest
authentic sombreros. When it first opened we literally went there twice a week. We fell in love
with their aesthetic, music, food and amazing service. We eventually noticed it was taking a toll
on our pocket (haha) so we pushed it back to just once a week and it soon became a tradition of
ours. Whether we were going to meet up with friends or going to grab a quick, much needed
marg we found happiness and the hardest of laughs at our dear Fat Rosies. Now that covid
happened I haven't been able to see my girl Jenny, she is a frontline, hard working nurse. I miss
her and our “cheers to a good life”. I have yet to see her in person but I know she is healthy.
The strategies I’ve developed in social isolation is waking up and thanking the heavens
that everyone I know and love is still healthy. I’m able to go a couple months without seeing my
friends and people I care about knowing that we are all staying safe and healthy. In the
beginning of Illinois stay home order I made a tough but necessary decision to not see anyone
but my mom and sister. My family took this seriously! It was tough because that meant I wasn’t
able to see my boyfriend, of 3 years, for 2 plus months. Since I wasn’t getting the simplest of
physical touches from him and barely my sister, I struggled. I once read an article that said that
you need to be touched about 8 times a day to feed your soul, something like that. I didn’t
believe it when I read it but I for sure felt the deprivation after a week of no contact. After two
months he was begging to just hold my hand, gloves on of course. I waited a week after that
conversation and decided to finally see him, I felt like I could trust his family to feel safe and vice
versa. I hadn’t realized how much this whole coronavirus head affected mentally and in result
how much physically isolation affected me. Now I’m able to freely go on walks with him and see
my sister more. But the fear of getting the virus lingers and I believe it will remain for a while.

Just like the other deaths of innocent black people, George Floyd’s death has impacted me
tremendously. But this one seems to be hittin different. Maybe it’s the fact that a huge number of
people saw his life being taken on video or the fact that it was by a police officer. But it really
struck a chord with the world. Although we may not see it in videos or pictures, the black
community has been trying to tell the world this happens everyday! We are tired. We demand
change.
For me, before this, I haven’t done much to help with the destruction of systemic racism
or even had conversations about anything I’ve experienced as a black woman with my white
peers. I was truly just cruising through life and thought this is just how it is. Being in a interracial
relationship meant that I would have to tak about my experiences more, which I enjoyed. Often
I would try to explain why people in the hood find it hard to get out of the hood or why some
didn’t want to leave! At times it was frustrating because he was say well “what about black on
black crime”, and I’d have to go in and rewire his thinking to see a different perspective. These
conversations have been stressful, uncomfortable but necessary! Born and raised in a
predominately white town he and his family didn’t have to think about race. But now that there’s
consistent peaceful protest in the highly populated downtown, it can’t be ignored anymore.
I’ve talked to my boyfriend about it almost everyday for the past two weeks. Now I want
to talk to his family. He attempted to but the conversation was quickly changed after a minute
and a half. They’ve welcomed me with open arms for the past 3 years and I just feel like it’s time
to talk about race.
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